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SUMMARY

The thermal design of the combustor and turbine of a gas turbine engine

poses a number of difficult heat transfer problems. In current designs, there
a,	 is substantial evidence to indicate that the capability for estimating critical
i°	 metal temperatures lacks the needed certainty for reliable design practice.

Such uncertainty has cost much in terms of money and development time for the
newer engines now installed in United States aircraft. The importance of im-
proved prediction techniques becomes more critical in anticipa ion of future
generations of gas turbine engines which will operate at higher cycle pressure
and temperatures. Costly development modifications will have to be avoided by

being able to predict metal temperatures more accurately.

Research which addresses many of the complex heat transfer processes

holds promise for yielding significant improvements in prediction of metal
temperatures. Such research involves several kinds of programs including: (1)
basic experiments which delineate the fundamental flow and heat transfer phe-

nomena that occur in the hot sections of the gas turbine but at low enthalpy

conditions; (2) analytical modeling of these flow and heat transfer phenomena
which result from the physical insights gained in experimental research; and

(3) verification of advanced prediction techniques in facilities which operate
near the real engine thermodynamic conditions.

In this paper, key elements of the NASA program which involves turbine and

combustor heat transfer research will be described and discussed. Research
conducted within the laboratories of the NASA Lewis Research Center and spon-

sored research being performed by universities and industrial laboratories will
be included in this review.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents a summary of the mainstream effort in combustor and

turbine heat transfer research being conducted and sponsored by the NASA Lewis
Research Center (LeRC). The report focuses on the breadth of the heat transfer

problems associated with the design and development of gas turbine engine hot
sections and on the research, both currently underway and planned, that is pro-
ducing the technological approaches to understand and solve these problems.

The contemporary gas turbine engine is a highly efficient and sophistica-

ted piece of machinery. The rotating components are operating at very high

aerodynamic efficiencies. To take advantage of these high efficiencies for
reducing fuel consumption, designers are continually striving to increase en-
gine thermal efficiency by increasing cycle pressure ratio and turbine inlet
temperature. The gas generators of today's modern aircraft turbofan engines
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are operating at approximately 25:1 pressure ratios and 1600 K (2400 0 F) tur-

bine inlet temperatures. Recent cycle study results, figure 1, indicate that
continued fuel savings can be achieved by further increasing cycle pressure
ratios up to as high as 64:1 and turbine inlet temperatures in excess of 1650 K
(2500 0 F). These conditions impose formidable design conditions on the engine
hot section. The primary hot section design problems that are being faced to-

day and that must be faced in the future are related to maintaining acceptable
reliability and life while taking advantage of the improved fuel efficiency
that these cycle conditions offer.

Perhaps the biggest challenge facing today's hot section designer is try-

ing to optimize the use of available cooling air in both the combustor and the
turbine. To do this, he must be able to accurately predict the local metal
temperatures that occur on the combustor liner and on the turbine blades and
vanes. This requires the development of design codes which can accurately
describe the hot gas environment, the coolant gas environment and the heat
transfer coefficients that are associated with both the hot and cold surfaces

of the materials used in the liners, blades and vanes. Today's designer is
faced with a great deal of uncertainty in the prediction of metal temperatures,

especially in the turbine (ref. 1). Metal temperature prediction uncertainties
of up to 100 K (180 9 F) are commonly encounL-ered. The end result of these un-
certainties is that the designer must use an iterative process of design, ex-
perimental verification and redesign which increases development time and cost.

Although this iterative process does reduce uncertainties, the results usually
require "over-cooling" to insure that acceptable reliability and life are

achieved and are generally nontransferable to new designs of differing config-
uration and operating conditions. The requirement for "overcooling" adversely
affects the need to minimize the use of cooling air in order to maximize cycle
efficiency, and the remaining uncertainty in metal temperature adversely af-
fects the ability to accurately predict "e life of the hot gas section
materials.

The gas turbine heat transfer research program being conducted and spon-

sored by the LeRC is directly addressing the problem of metal temperature pre-
diction uncertainty. The scope of the program encompasses fundamental research

focused on developing improved understanding of the aerothermodynamic phenomena
associated with the heat transfer process and applied research focused on the

verification and application of improved aerothermodynamic models and design
codes. The in-house research covers the spectrum from fundamental experiments
to analytical modeling to "near-engine" environment experiments such as full-
scale combustor and turbine component studies. Fundamertal research into the
effects of the aerodynamics and thermodynamics of the real gas environment on
heat transfer and into the development of comprehensive analytical models of
heat transfer phenomena are conducted under both university grant and research
laboratory contracts. Experimenta l code verification and appropriate "bench-
mark" experiments are conducted using available research sources of the govern-
ment, universities and industries. Much of the verification and application

aspects of the research have been focused in a major NASA program called HOST
(Hot Section Technology). The HOST program has been underway for several years
under the direction of the LeRC. The primary goal of HOST is to produce im-
proved design and analysis tools for predicting and designing gas turbine en-
gine hot sections with improved reliability and durability.
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This paper will summarize many of the ongoing Lewis research programs that

are either complementary to, or an integral part of, the goal of evolving and
developing more reliable and accurate heat transfer design tools for combustors
and turbines. Highlights of the progress being made will be described and
discussed.

CODE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

In the process of achieving an improved design procedure, there is an or-

derly evolvement of technical knowledge from basic fundamentals to design ap-
plication. This process can be imagined to be a structure, as depicted in
figure 2, made up of four levels representing building blocks of knowledge.

The first level is basic science. Level 2 involves an interactive process of
experimentation and analysis of discrete physical models. They simulate im-

portant physical phenomena in the combustor or turbine. The third level is an
extension, of the most relevant modeling of level 2. The parametric ranges of

the experiments are extended to near-engine conditions and the analytical mod-
els further evaluated and modified. The peak of the structure is the incor-

poration of the pertinent knowledge flowing from the lower levels into a design
code. This design code must be verified at experimental conditions represent-
ing the real engine environment.

The LeRC heat transfer research program for combustors and turbines has

elements of all four of these levels. Progress is being made in each of the
levels described and future challenges in heat transfer research that will af-

fect the continued development of improved design codes and cooling c:,ficepts
have been and are continuing to be identified.

COMBUSTOR HEAT TRANSFER

The combustion system of a modern gas turbine engine, figure 3, presents

a very complex heat transfer problem in several regards. The hot gas environ-
ment is a complex phenomenon consisting of: (a) very turbulent aerodynamic flow

fields; (b) varying levels of unsteady temperatures due to fuel injection, fuel
reaction and dilution air mixing; and (c) the presence of varying heat radia-
tion profiles emanating from gaseous and solid elements within the combustion
zones. From a heat transfer point of view, the heat load that is tranmitted
from this environment to the combustor liner also affects the cooling of the
turbine blades.

Defining the combustion environment, including both the radiative and con-

vection heat loads to the liner, is a major thrust in the LeRC's combustion re-
search and technology base and HOST programs. Two primary factors that influ-
ence the level of heat load on the liner surface are combustor inlet air pres-
sure and flame luminosity. A recent LeRC experiment (ref. 2) has yielded addi-
tional data regarding the impact of inlet pressure on both heat load and heat
transfer coefficient, figures 4(a) and (b). These plots represent the total

heat flux transmitted to the liner surface. Considerable effort is underway
to determine the flame radiation contribution to the heat flux as it is effec-
ted by operating conditions, fuel properties and location within the combustor.
The focus is not only to define the radiation contribution but to also evalu-

ate the ability of current aerothermal combustion models to predict the level.
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Another recent LeRC experiment was conducted (ref. 3) wherein a spectral radi-

ometer was used to measure the radiant energy and temperature of the flame as
a function of fuel hydrogen content and location within the combustor. In this
experiment, the highest flame temperature and radiant energy was experienced

within the secondary zone of the combustor. Significantly higher flame tem-
peratures were obtained with a fuel having a hydrogen content about 2 percent
lower than existing Jet A fuel. The primary contributor to the high radiant

energy was soot contained within the combustion hot gases when using low hy-
drogen content fuel. This is expected because soot tends to form more readily
as fuel hydrogen content is decreased. A comparison of a radiation prediction

method (ref. 4) with experimental levels is shown on figure 5. Poor agreement
was achieved in the secondary zone indicating the inability of the model to
correctly predict conditions in the region where the highest radiant energy
normally occurs. The resultant two-fold error in the predicted heat flux would
present the liner designer with a problem of over-designing the cooling system
if he used the subject model. This inability of today's aerothermal model to

predict liner heat flux satisfactorily is one of the primary subjects of LeRC's
HOST program.

Aerothermal Modeling

In response to current model inaccuracies, one of the present HOST activ-

ities is to assess the capability of existing aerothermal models to predict ex-
perimental results. Several major U.S. engine manufacturers are involved in
this assessment. A key output of the assessment activity will be the defini-
tion of those elements of the available integrated aerothermal models that are
the most critica'i to the predicted heat flux. Although this activity is in its

early stages, several research efforts are providing an improved understanding
of the combustion environment and the ability to predict the complex combustion
flow field. A 2-D modeling program (ref. 5) has been developed to predict the
temperature within a reacting flow field and the resultant qualitative compar-
isons are reasonably good, figure 6. In this model, random vortex aynamics are
coupled with combustion kinetics to represent the time history of large-scale

eddies that are formed in a 2-D combustor geometry with an abrupt step. Con-
siderable future effort will be needed to extend this analysis to 3-0 flow
fields.

Further modeling act'vities are underway wherein the mixing of dilution

jets with the mainstream reacting hot gases are being described (ref. 6). A
typical computer graphics output from this analysis is shown in figure 7. This
mixing process affects the temperature distribution both within the combustor
(affecting the heat load to the liner) and at the combustor exit (affecting the
heat load to the turbine). An interactive numerical model of the mixing proc-
ess of multiple jets is being developed using dilution jet empirical mixing

data (ref. 7). Typical temperature profile predictions are shown in figure 8.
The model produces vectors which can be converted to colored graphics describ-
ing temperature profiles downstream of the dilution jet holes.

The progression of liner design practice from today's primarily empiri-

cally based methods to fully analytical techniques will surely require consid-
erable time to develop and may never be completely practical to achieve. How-



ever, significant progress is being made to develop analytically based aero-
thermal combustion models that will reduce the amount or empiricism needed.
This advancement will not only improve the accuracy of predicting combustor
liner temperature, it will also have a substantial influence on reducing the

experimental effort needed to develop acceptable liners for tomorrow's high
performance gas turbine engines. Periodically, Lewis hosts conferences on its

sponsored programs in combustion research which include liner heat transfer
related activities. The latest conference was held in April 1984, and a con-
ference proceeding similar to reference 8 will be available shortly after the
conference.

Model Verification

One ^f the principal limitations to progress in model verification is the

availability of diagnostic instrumentation and a comparative data base. Accu-
rate, nonintrusive instrumentation is needed to measure local heat fluxes on
combustor walls and liners. The radiation component is an increasingly impor-
tant quantity that must be measured as combustion pressures increase and as the

hydrogen content of fuels change. Efforts to analy t ically model the combustion
process itself require measurement techniques that can distinguish the turbu-
lent structure and scale and also identify the species in the various zones of
the combustor.

Over the past decade considerable progress has been made in instrumenta-

tion methods that can be utilized in combustion research. Optical methods in-
corporating laser light have made possible sets of data not available before.
Improved information about the fuel nozzle sprays, visualization of mixing

processes, and diagnostics of combustion flame regions have g-;ven the re-
searcher new data to work with in the process of evaluating models (levels 2
and 3 of fig. 1).

The applicability of analytical models to engine combustion conditions is

beiog evaluated in a variety of full annular combustor geometries at inlet
pressures up to 20 atmospheres in the LeRC High Pressure Facility. In addi-
tion, an experimental study to determine tie influence of both the hot gas and
cold gas side environment on liner heat transfer is underway via a contract to

the General Electric Company. This experimental study is focused on determin-
ing how various combinations of combustion conditions and liner cooling con-

cepts affect flame radiation and liner temperatures. The experimental appara-
tus, including the different liner cooling concepts, is shown in figure 9. In-
let air temperature, reference velocity and pressure will be varied for each
liner concept along with parametric changes in combustion equivalence ratio and

fuel hydrogen content. The range of test parameters will produce an empirical
data base for developing and/or evaluating the predictive capability of combus-
tor models.

TURBINE HEAT TRANSFER

A different thermal design challenge is confronted in the turbine than in

the combustor. In several respects, the problem is more difficult. The rota-

tion of the turbine rotor is a principal complicating factor which impacts the

O
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thermal and mechanical design. The geometry of the cooling system in the tur-
bine is much more intricate than in the combustor. The local heating loads on

the leading edge surfaces of the blades or vanes exceeds any local value in the
combustor. In the turbine, one can identify most of the principal generic
forced convection heat transfer research areas that are of current importance.
Taken together, the complex geometry of the turbine and the diversity of heat
transfer mechanisms invr'ved result in a challenging design process.

Thermal design of a turbine blade is an iterative computation which in-

volves estimates of the local heat input to the blade from the combustion

gases, the effectiveness of cooling methods which utilize the coolant air bled
from the compressor and the conduction of heat through the metal structure of
the blade in question. The cooling methods and, in some designs, protective

coatings are used to control the wall temperatures to an acceptable level.

Current design methods generally incorporate a two-dimensional numerical

boundary layer analysis to compute the heat transfer from the hot gas into the
blade. S :h methods incorporate criteria for transition and may include em-
pirical corrections for curvature and acceleration on eddy diffusivity
formulations.

The numerical analysis of the heat transfer on the coolant side of the

blade or vane wall is highly complicated due to the intricate coolant passage
geometry and the variety of cooling methods that can be employed.

Prediction uncertainties which range from 84 to 110 K (150 ` to 200 9 F) are

the state of the art today (ref. 1). Translated into blade life, this uncer-
tainty represents one order of magnitude, which is intolerable.

Gas-Side Aerotherr^al Modeling

Estimating the heat transfer to the leading edge of vanes or blades is one

of the major predictive uncertainties. At this stagnation region, the thermal

and hydrodynamic boundary layers are initiated on the blade profile. Although
much research has been devoted to similar flow geometries such as a cylinder

in a cross flow, a number of fundamental questions relating to the turbine ap-
plication remain unanswered. The influence of the upstream turbulence of the
hot gas on the development of the blade boundary layer is an example. A two-
dimensional wind tunnel which incorporates upstream rods or screens ahead of a

cylindrical heat transfer model is being utilized to study this effect. The
side walls are transparent so that visualization techniques can be used to ob-
serve the flow and heat transfer patterns. Simultaneous observations of both
have resulted in photographs typified by figure 10. Temperature-sensitive liq-

uid crystal sheets were wrapped around the cylinder. The scalloped profile of
temperature which resulted from a disturbed upstream flow pattern is evident

in the figure. Note also the stream tubes approaching the cylinder and the
paired vortex patterns that develop at the leading edge.

Another important research topic is the transition of the boundary layer
from laminar to turbulent. Almost all of the basic research in this topic has
been devoted to the case of external flow aerodynamics applicable to aircraft.
Over the past decade, major strides in understanding and analyzing this case
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have been achieved. For the analysis, small disturbance theory has been suc-
cessfully applied in the prediction of transition because the boundary layer

has not been subject to any major external disturbance. However, the turboma-
chinery environment is anything but quiescent; so the small disturbance ap-
proach is not applicable. Analytically, the large disturbance model is a much

more difficult problem. The transition study community has labeled this "the
large disturbance bypass path to transition." Serious attention to this prob-
lem is just beginning. At a recent LeRC hosted symposium on this subject, ap-
proximately 50 researchers discussed the transition phenomenon as it occurs in
turbomachinery and made recommendations co guide the national research effort.
One of the research programs reported on at this symposium was a NASA grant at

Case-Western Reserve University. The initial objective of the work is to typ-
ify experimentally the spectrum of a large disturbance such as is found in tur-
bomachinery flows as input information to the theory. The selection of the ap-

propriate analytical method is a difficult problem and will be the focus of a

long-term effort. As a short-term approach which provides guidance to the tur-
bine designer, a more applied research approach reported on is being pursued

at LeRC. The intent is to provide improved transition criteria which are em-
p loyed in boundary layer models. The use of existing criteria (1-,f. 9) fail
to depict the length characteristics of transition observed from heat transfer

results in cascades. A return loop tunnel has been put into operation at The
LeRC which promotes transition conditions for a developing boundary layer on
the flat plate floor of the tunnel. A photograph of this tunnel is shown in

figure 11. The test section where transition will occur is five feet long.
Empirical representations of the length characteristics of transition derived
from this experimental program will be inserted into boundary layer codes such
as STAN 5.

Film cooling is taking on an increasingly important role in the cooling

of advanced turbine blades. Consequently, it is the subject of continued re-
search activity to assure that optimum design of the film cooling method is
incorporated in blade designs. Without appropriate design guides, the amount

of cooling may be inadequate; or in other cases, it can be excessive, result-
ing in turbine efficiency penalties. The generation of suitable design pre-
diction guides for such a complex cooling process is a major challenge. At

the LeRC, in-house and grant research in film cooling is being pursued. The
in-house experimental research has centered on a fuller understanding of how
the coolant flow conditions and geometry influence the effectiveness of film
cooling (ref. 10).

NASA sponsored research at Stanford University is devoted to the effects

of curvature in the main hot gas path on film cooling effectiveness. This work
involves full coverage film cooling thus multiple cooling holes are involved.
Detailed measurements of the boundary layer along a convex surface with and

without film cooling have been made. The test section was carefully designed
so that curvature only and not pressure gradient or acceleration effects are
present in the two-dimensional duct. A diagram of the apparatus along with

some heat transfer data for multiple row film cooling is shown in figure 12.
Note the sharp discontinuity in the Stanton Number where the curvature begins.
The objective of the overall program is to develop the necessary analytical

modeling that can be imposed on boundary layer computational methods for pre-
diction of wall temperatures with film cooling on convex or concave surfaces.

i
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Gas-Side Verification

Much of the experimental work described thus far is two dimensional. The

flow path through a turbine is highly complex; and, thus, knowledge of the
three-dimensional properties of the flow are essential to the aerodynamic and
thermal design of the turbine. Laser anemometer systems appear particularly
suitable to detailed multi-dimensional measurements within blade passages be-

cause the detection is nonintrusive. At the LeRC, the laser anemometer is be-
ing utilized to measure three components of velocity at various flow locations
within a blade passage. Usually the laser anemometer is capab;,. of only two

directions - both orthogonal to the optical axis. However, the Fabray-Perot
interferometer technique has been applied to enable velocity measurements along
the optical axis. These three-dimensional data results are being compared to
three-dimensional computational codes. As reported in reference 11, the Denton
inviscid code seems to do the best job of predicting the velocity data. Fig-
ure 13 shows a comparison of the data with the Denton code.

The Allison Gas Turbine Division of General Motors completed a comprehen-

sive experimental study of heat transfer in a high temperature turbine cascade
(ref, 12) This work was cosponsored by the Air Force and NASA. This extensive
data set is being used to assess several analytical predictions including mod-
ifications to the STAN 5 boundary layer code and a Navier-Stokes Solver as a
HOST project.

Coolant-Side Aerothermal Modeling

At the beginning of this section on thermal design, it was mentioned that

the design process is an iteration between the estimates of the gas-side heat
transfer and the coolant side. The internal geometry of a turbine vane or
blade is very complicated. Representing the tortuous paths and cooling mecha-

nisms is a formidable challenge. In the flow passages, the boundary layers are
always in some state of development and are subject to several flow direction
changes and strong body force components in the rotor. When compared to the
familiar reference case of fully developed flow in a tube, the flow history in
a multi-pass coolant tube is radically different; and, consequently, so is the
heat transfer distribution. The results of an experimental simulation of flow

conditions within a multi-pass coolant tube are shown in figure 14. The data
show the significant differences between fully developed conditions and those
typical of coolant passages for smooth and rough surfaces. Note the dramatic
spikes in heat transfer that occur in the 180' bends of the coolant passage.

Under the HOST program, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft is conducting an ex-

periment to examine the influence of buoyancy and coriolis forces on the forced
convection heat transfer in a radial passage being rotated at high speed. The
multi-pass geometry of the coolant passage is similar to the model being stud-
ied in the LeRC research program. Comparison of the results will enable con-

clusions about the nature of the coolant flow and the influence of rotation on
multi-pass coolant flows.

One of the widely used cooling methods is impingement cooling. Jets of

cooling air impinge on the back surface of a hot wall where augmented cooling
is needed. Arizona State University conducted an extensive research program
which examined the fundamental geometric parameters and the influence of cross
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flow on this type of cooling (ref. 13). The research showed that in-line hole

geometry is preferable to staggered geometry for optimum cooling and that cross

flow has a marked influence on the average heat transfer coefficient to the im-
pingement-cooled plate.

Pin fins or pedestals are generally incorporated in the trailing edge of

turbine blades. They serve as augmenters of the local heater transfer by tur-
bulating the flow, and they also offer added rigidity to the structure of the

blades. Their contribution to the effectiveness of cooling was not known ac--
curately. A systematic heat transfer investigation of pin fin geometries was
conducted. As shown in figure 15, the short L/D geometry of the pins exhibited

a much lower heat transfer coefficient than long L/D rods referenced in the
literature.

Most of the experimental modeling studies referred to in this section

relate to the effects of geometry or rotational motion on local heat transfer
coefficients. Comparisons have been made to predicted forced convection cor-

relations available in the literature as a means of improving existinn design
codes. Undoubtedly, as more numerical or analytical methods become available,
they will supplant the correlations as models of the internal cooling
phenomena.

Coolant-Side Verification

Verification of t'ie local coolant side heat transfer coefficients will be

very difficult at nearengine conditions. The diminutive size of the coolant
passages even for large turbines all but prohibits )ocal measurements to be
made. Consequently, it ,appears that the only verification at real engine con-

ditions will be heat balances from measurements of the coolant bulk tempera-
tures. The local heat transfer coefficient verification will have to come from
the tests in simulated passage geometries at low heat flux rate.;.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents a brief view of the NASA-sponsored research program in

heat transfer that is directed toward the hot section of the gas turbine en-

gine. It is important to recognize that this program involves the joint par-
ticipation of industrial, university and NASA research capabilities. The cul-
tivation of a strong infra-structure of these three elements is one of the

major responsibilities of NASA. Technical meetings, such as this Gas Turbine
Conference, serve as important forums where representatives of industry, uni-
versity and government can exchange information on research findings. Effec-

tive communication is essential to technical advance.

In the INTRODUCTION, the need for the development of more reliable design

procedures for the hot sections of the gas turbine was pointed out. The
uncertainty in predicted metal temperatures must be reduced from its current
estimated level of approximately 100 K (180 0 F). It is hoped that this uncer-
tainty can eventually be brought down to 28 ' K (50 0 F). If achieved, this im-
provement would eliminate much of the expensive modification to fabricated
components that make up such a large part of current engine development costs.
Greater certainty in metal temperature prediction will result in longer life

9
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for the highly stressed hot components of an engine. In addition, improved
certainty wi l l enable more economical allocation of cooling air quantities in

both the co,,oustor and the turbine. The overall cycle efficiency of the engine
will be improved by minimizing the cooling air budget.

As described in figure 1, the process of improving and certifying a ther-

mal design methodology for the turbine or combustor involves a number of in-
terdependent steps and orderly evolvement. From this process, design methods
will become available that enable more confidence in initial designs done on
paper and reduce costly trial and error modifications of actual engine hard-
ware. Also as a result of this stronger interaction of research activity with
the design process, a significant advancement in generic_ research will result
which will contribute to the thermal engineering practice in applications out-

side of the gas turbine arena.
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